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I	the substance reaching the electrode.   Electrolytic transfer-
|	ence must be considered as well as the diffusion, if ions are
|	involved.
\	Since the quantity of the discharged ions depends upon
I	the current strength, it represents a measure of the reaction
I	velocity, if (1) side reactions are excluded — for instance, if no
$	ions are discharged without  reacting — and (2)   the   current
I	strength chosen is   not  so  small  that the reaction velocity
I	possesses a higher value than the discharging velocity of the ions
I	regulated by the intensity.
;	In other words: The current strength is then only a direct
I	measure of the reaction velocity,  if the maximum current
I	strength at which all the liberated ions are just able to react
I	is employed.   The production of this condition can be easily
I	recognized experimentally by the fact that the least increase
I	of this maximum intensity leads to side reactions, most fre-
I	quently to a molecular separation of the discharged ions.
I	Before the Nernst theory was proposed, H. Goldschmidt l
I	had already employed this idea for studying the relation between
reaction velocity and concentration of aromatic nitro-bodies.
If the maximum current strength at which 110 hydrogen
is yet evolved, is designated by Jmj the concentration of the
body to be reduced by C, the experimental equation resulted
C* is the concentration of a cross-section, i.e. the reaction
takes place directly at the electrode surface. If we suppose
that the adjustment of the equilibrium takes place there with
•extreme rapidity, according to Nernst, then the reaction velocity
will have to be based solely on the diffusion velocity, and will,
therefore, be directly proportional to the concentration of the
depolarizer in the electrolyte. The theory hence demands the
formula
T ' __ TT mrt
Jm — J\. -0.
1 Ztschr. f. Elektrochemie, 7, 263 (1900).

